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A model has been developed which predicts the relative abundances of the differently charged ions and
the x-ray emission spectra resulting from the cascade decay of an arbitrary distribution of inner-shell
vacancies created in atoms by energetic charged particles or x rays. The multiple-ionization and x-ray
production cross sections are defined in terms of the populations of the single- and multiple-vacancy states
occurring in the atomic reorganization process. All allowed radiative, Auger, and Coster-Kronig transitions
are taken into account in the determination of these populations. The x-ray spectra are classified in terms of
characteristic lines which are due to the radiative decay of single vacancies and satellites which are
associated with transitions from multiple-vacancy states. Results of calculations are presented for the
creation of the initial vacancy distribution by single inner-shell electron ionization of neutral Fe with
electrons and photons. Multiple ionization is found to represent only 10%%uo of the total for electron-impact
ionization but is predicted to be predominant during K- and L-shell photoionization, in agreement with
experimental results obtained for the rare gases. The intensity of the La satellites is always less than the La
characteristic line intensity for electron-impact ionization but can substantially exceed the characteristic line
intensity during K-shell photoionization, in agreement with previous results obtained for medium-Z
elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature laboratory and astrophysical
plasmas' and energetic ion-atom collisions' are
important sources of x-ray radiation. From an
analysis of the emission spectra, determinations
can be made of the density and temperature of
high-temperature plasmas" and the distribution
of inner-shell vacancies created in atoms by en-
ergetic charged particles' or photons. ' The x-ray
spectra of high-temperature plasmas are usually
attributed' to thermal electron-impact excitation
of the valence-shell electrons in multiply charged
ions, and the relative abundances of the various
ions of a given element are usually assumed to be
determined' by thermal electron induced ioniza-
tion and recombination processes involving only
the outer-shell electrons. However, it has been
pointed out' that the ionization structure of ele-
ments in some astrophysical environments can be
significantly modified by Auger transitions follow-
ing inner-shell photoionization, and radiative tran-
sitions following the ionization of inner-shell elec-
trons by suprathermal electrons can produce
prominent features in the x-ray emission spectra.
of solar flares' and tokamak plasmas. ' In this
investigation we describe a general procedure for
determining the relative abundances of the differ-

ently charged ions and the x-ray emission spectra
resulting from the cascade decay of an arbitrary
distribution of inner-shell vacancies created sud-
denly in atoms by energetic charged particles or
x-ray photons. In the present investigation this
procedure has been applied to the calculation of the
x-ray production and ionization cross sections re-
sulting from initial single shell vacancy distribu-
tions due to inner-shell electron ionization of Fe
atoms by electrons and photons.

The ionization of an inner-shell electron leaves
the atomic system in a very unstable electronic
configuration which may decay by either a radi-
ative transition or an Auger process. The decay
of a K-shell vacancy in a heavy atom may result
in new vacancies in the I and higher shells which
can then be filled by further radiative or Auger
transitions. This vacancy cascade process con-
tinues until all vacancies reach the outermost oc-
cupied shell, and many photons and/or Auger
electrons may be emitted. Thus very high charge
states are ultimately produced. The predominant
abundance of very highly charged ions which has
been observed' in the K-shell photoionization of
rare-gas atoms is mainly attributable to the fact
that, when inner-shell photoionization can occur,
the inner-shell ionization cross sections exceed
the valence-shell ionization cross sections. Al-
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though there is some evidence of initial multiple
ionization, which has been interpreted in the sud-
den approximation as electron shake off, Auger
electron emission is clearly the dominant mech-
anism for the production of the multiple ioniza-
tion observed during inner- shell photoionization.
The characteristic x-ray lines which are due to
radiative transitions from single inner-shell vac-
ancy states are accompanied by satellites which
are associated with radiative transitions from
multiple- vacancy states. Coster-Kronig tran-
sjtions, which are Auger transition involving vac-
ancy within the same n shell, are known to pro-
vide the dominant mechanism for the production
of the I.oi satellites observed" in the proton bom-
bardment of medium-Z elements. Coster-Kronig
transitions are also expected to play an important
role in the formation of the prominent satellite
structure, "which has been observed in heavy-ion
collisions, where initial multiple ionization can be
substantial.

Calculations have been reported previously for
the relative abundances of the differently charged
ions produced or, equivalently, for the number of
Auger electrons emitted as a result of the creation
of a single vacancy in each of the various nl sub-
shells of atoms. In these calculations, either ac-
count was taken' only of the most important tran-
sitions for filling the various vacancy states or
random selection techniques were employed. "
Detailed models have been developed"'" for the
I,-shell characteristic line and satellite emission
spectra resulting from vacancy cascades in par-
ticular medium-Z elements, but a number of
specialized restrictions had to be imposed on the
vacancy production and decay processes in order
to reduce the complexity of the problem. Calcu-
lations have been carried out" for the distribution
of I.- and M-shell vacancies produced in the deex-
citation of atoms that have been singly ionized in
the K shell or in one of the I. subsheQs, but no at-
tempt was made to determine the populations of
all possible multiple-vacancy states.

In Sec. II of this paper, we present a more com-
prehensive and systematic description of the atom-
ic reorganization process in which the single-vac-
ancy state populations and all multiple-vacancy
state populations are determined by taking into
account the complete set of allowed radiative and
Auger transition rates. The general procedure is
illustrated in Sec. III by the calculation of the
multiple ionization and x-ray fluorescence prob-
abilities associated with a single vacancy in the
various nl subshells of neutral Fe. The relative
abundance of the differently charged ions and the
x-ray emission spectra produced by single inner-
shell electron ionization of Fe atoms with elec-

trons and photons are contrasted in Sec. IV. Our
conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. THEORY OF THE VACANCY CASCADE PROCESS

The multiple ionization and x-ray emission
cross sections are most directly defined in terms
of the populations of the single- and multiple-
vacancy states occurring in the vacancy cascade
process. In this section we present a comprehen-
sive description of the atomic reorganization pro-
cess in which the populations of the various vac-
ancy states are systematically determined from
the initial inner-shell vacancy production cross
sections and all allowed elementary radiative and
Auger transition rates. The calculations reported
in this paper have been carried out in the LS re-
presenation in which the j dependence of the in-
ner-shell vacancy distribution is ignored. In the
application to heavier atomic systems for which
the j dependence is important, our procedure can
be easily modified by redefining the vacancy states
and evaluating the radiative and Auger transition
rates in the j-j coupling representation.

Let n„denote a distribution of N vacancies
among the occupied nl subshells of an atomic sys-
tem. For example, 1s2s'2p'. . . would represent
a distribution with a single K-shell vacancy (N =1);
1s'2s'2P'. . . would represent a distribution that
could be formed from the initial distribution by
radiative decay (N =1), and 1s'2s2p'. . . would re-
present a distribution that could be formed via an
Auger process (N = 2). We shall assume that the
vacancy decay processes are independent of the
mechanism by which the initial distribution is
formed. The total spontaneous decay rate I'(n„)
of the distribution n„ is given by

&(n )=Q &,(ns Ps)+ Q-&,(ns-y „), (1)
X+1

where A (n~- P~) is the rate for the radiative
transition to the N-vacancy state P~ and

A,(n„-y„„)is the rate for the Auger transition
to the (N+1)-vacancy state y„„.We will take
into account all radiative processes which cor-
respond to single- electron electric- dipole tran-
sitions and all autoionization processes which cor-
respond to two-electron radiationless transitions,
where an additional vacancy is created and a sing-
le Auger electron is ejected. Aberg" has shown
that departures from the frozen-core approxi-
mation and configuration interaction can give rise
to nonvanishing transition rates for multiple emis-
sion processes, such as radiative Auger tran-
sitions and double Auger electron emissions. We
have neglected these processes because they can-
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R.ff(nN) =R(n~)+Z M(r~. )A.(r~. -n~) .
~E-1

(2)

The summation gives the contribution due to Auger
transitions from the (N- 1)-vacancy states r„,.
Rather than attempting to follow the detailed time
dependence of the complete set of population den-
sities M(n~), we shall instead obtain the equilib-
rium solution describing the steady- state balance
between the creation and decay processes for all
vacancy states. Accordingly, the population den-
sities M(n„) of the states n„corresponding to a
particular value of N will be assumed to satisfy
the set of simultaneous equations

R„,(n„)+Q M(P„)A„(P„-n„)=M(n„)I'(n~) .

(3)

Equation (3), while simple in form, completely
describes the atomic reorganization process.
Note that a given distribution of vacancies n~
may be created in three separate ways, namely,
via the initial production mechanism, via an Aug-
er process from a distribution of N-1 vacancies
yz ~, or via a radiative transition from another
distribution of N vacancies P„. We emphasize
that the general formalism is not restricted to
the initial formation of single vacancies, although
only single-vacancy states created initially will
be considered in the applications described in
Secs. III and IV.

The multiple-ionization and x-ray emission
cross sections are more directly defined in terms
of the populations p(n~) of the states n„per unit
current density J,. of the incident charged particles
or photons. After using the definition p(n~)
=M(n~)/MZ, , where M denotes the total number
of atoms per unit volume, the solution of the set
of Eqs. (3) can be expressed formally by

2 @ ( N& ) $) eff(PN)

The effective production cross section o,«(n„) is
related to the initial production cross section
o(n„) by

(4)

not be treated within the framework of the approxi-
mations employed in the present investigation.

Let R(n~) denote the rate per unit volume for
the continuous production of the vacancy distribu-
tion n„ in a statistical ensemble of identical atom-
ic systems during the initial collisional ionization
or photoionization process. It is convenient to in-
troduce an effective rate per unit volume for the
production of the N-vacancy distribution o.„as

Q(nN& PN) Ay(ps N)s nN~ PN' (6)

The inclusion of the radiative transition rates in
the off-diagonal elements of the transition rate
matrix Q accounts for the radiative rearrangement
of the vacancy distribution n~. In high-Z atoms
radiative transitions from the K and L shells can
be more probable than Auger transitions, and the
populations p(n„) cannot be obtained simply from
the division of the effective production cross sec-
tion v, «(n„) by the total decay rate I"(n„). After
the populations have been determined for all N,
cross sections for the yields of various decay
products can be obtained.

For a given distribution of initial vacancies,
the effective populations of the single- and multi. -
ple-vacancy states following rearrangement can
be obtained by a step-by-step procedure. First,
we solve for the single-vacancy populations p(n, ),
if any, and then we use these populations to evalu-
ate the summation in Eq. (2'), which gives the contri-
bution to the effective double-vacancy production
cross section o,«(n, ) due to Auger transitions.
Equation (4) can now be employed to obtain the
double-vacancy populations p(n, ). This proced-
ure can be continued until no further transitions
can occur. The entire procedure has been effic-
iently programmed for a high-speed electronic
computer. To the best of our knowledge the only
previous attempt to obtain a systematic solution
of the complete atomic reorganization problem
is the Monte Carlo calculation reported by Carl-
son and Krause, "who computed the charge state
distributions resulting from single inner-, shell
vacancies by making a random selection of the
possible transitions from a table of weighted
probabilities.

In order to define the multiple-ionization cross
sections, it is necessary to specify the outer-shell
N-vacancy states Q~ from which further Auger
transitions cannot occur. The cross section
n~(N) describing the loss of N electrons from the
initial atomic system can be expressed in the
form

o~(N) = Q o(Q„)+Q p(n„)A„(n„Q„)-

+ Q p(rp, )A,(r„,-&„),

~„,(n.) =.(n, )+ g p(r„)A.(r„-n.), (2')
~N-j.

and the transition rate matrix g is defined by

q(n„, n„)= r(n„)
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where o(Q~) are the initial outer-shell ionization
cross sections, the second term gives the contri-
bution due to radiative transitions from the N-vac-
ancy states n„, and the last term represents the
contribution of Auger transitions from the (N-1)-
vacancy states y~, .

The multiple-ionization cross section defined by
Eq. (7) strictly refers to an isolated atomic sys-
tem. The initial stages in the cascade decay of a
deep inner-shell vacancy are expected to be es-
sentially unaffected by the presence of surround-
ing atomic systems or charged particles. This is
a consequence of the fact that Auger transitions
usually occur between neighboring shells, as has
been pointed out by Carlson, Hunt, and Krause. '
However, the final stages, in which a large num-
ber of vacancies are transferred to the outer
shells, can be significantly affected by electron
capture processes. In a companion paper" it will
be shown that the static screening effect produced
by a high-density plasma can cause an energetic
opening of the channel for certain Coster-Kronig
transitions. This can have a significant effect on
the distributions of the higher-charge states.

The cross section describing the emission of
x-ray radiation in the transition n„-P„can be
simply defined in terms of the populations p(n„)
by

(8)

If the radiative rearrangement of the N-vacancy
distribution a„ is neglected in Eq. (4), then Eq.
(8) reduces to the familiar product of the effective
production cross section g, «(o.„) and the fluor-
escence yield A„(n„-P„)/I'(n„). Radiative decays
of multiple-vacancy (N &1) states generate satel-
lites which usually lie on the short-wavelength
side of the characteristic x-ray lines, which are
associated with the radiative decay of single-vac-
ancy (N=l) states. Krause, Wuilleumier, and
Nester" have pointed out that the spectral feature
which is conventionally identified as the true char-
acteristic x-ray line may contain a large percen-
tage of unresolvable satellites. More recent stud-
ies have focused on the broadening of the charac-
teristic x-ray lines which is attributable to satel-
lite transitions. "'9 Knudson et al."have ob-
served that the satellite structure produced in
heavy-ion atom collisions is much more intense
than can be generated by ionization with electrons
or protons. After the complete set of populations
p(o „) for all n„have been obtained, Eq. (8) can be
employed to evaluate the intensity of the satellite
radiation produced by the decay of all multiple-
vacancy distributions &~ with N &1, which can be
created by both initial multiple-ionization and
Auger processes.

III. MULTIPLE IONIZATION AND x-RAY FLUORESCENCE
PROBABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE INDIVIDUAL

nl SUBSHELLS

(b) K
tij

FIG. 1. Feynman-type diagrams representing the
radiative rearrangement of the single-vacancy distribu-
tion and the generation of the characteristic line and
some of the satellite radiation during the cascade decay
of a single K-shell vacancy in neutral Fe. Straight lines
represent single nl vacancy states, and continuum elec-
tron vacancy states are denoted by c. Photon emission
is represented by a wavy line, while Auger processes
are representated by circles. Superscripts, e.g. , L "
refer to the numbers of vacancies.

The general procedure described in Sec. II will
be illustrated in this section by calculating the
multiple-ionization and x-ray fluorescence prob-
abilities resulting from the cascade decay of a
single vacancy in the various inner shells of neu-
tral Fe atoms. In addition to providing a better
understanding of the basic mechanisms leading to
multiple-ionization and x-ray emission in atomic
inner-shell ionization processes, the charge state
and x-ray emission probabilities associated with
the individual nl subshells can be combined with
the appropriate single-vacancy production cross
sections to obtain the cross sections for multiple-
ionization and x-ray emission. It should be em-
phasized that this analysis is based on the assump-
tions that initial multiple ionization can be neglec-
ted and that the vacancy creation and decay pro-
cesses can be treated independently.

We have simplified our calculations by adopting
a model of the neutral Fe atom in which the val-
ence-shell configuration is 3d' instead of 3d'4s'.
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This approximation is not expected to have a sig-
nificant effect on our results. The effects of a
single vacancy in the nl subshell can be deter-
mined by replacing the initial production cross
sections in Eq. (2') by b(N, 1)6(n„,n/). Equations
('7) and (8) will then define dimensionless quantit-
ies which can be interpreted as the probabilities
for multiple-'ionization and x-ray fluorescence re-
sulting from the cascade decay process. The ra-
diative rearrangement of the single-vacancy dis-
tribution and the generation of the characteristic
line and some of the satellite radiation during the
cascade decay of a single K-shell vacancy in Fe
can be represented by the Feynman-type diagrams
in Fig. 1. The 1s -2p Ka radiative transition
which can fill the initial K-shell vacancy is also
a mechanism for the excitation of the 2p-3d Ln
characteristic line, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Fig-
ures 1(b} and 1(c) indicate how other characteris-
tic lines may be produced by the transfer of sing-
le vacancies due to radiative processes. Satel-
lites associated with the characteristic line radi-
ations are the result of radiative transitions which
occur after one or more Auger processes. This is
indicated in Fig. 1(d), which shows a diagram for
the formation of a double 2p vacancy followed by
f,n radiation, and Figure l(e), which represents
the formation of 2s, 2p, and 3s vacancies by Aug-

er processes before Ln radiation is emitted. The
Auger processes are represented in Fig. 1 by con-
tracted diagrams, which indicate that both the di-
rect and exchange contributions are taken into ac-
count. -

The first-order nonrelativistic perturbation the-
ory expressions for the radiative and Auger tran-
sition rates in neutral Fe have been evaluated in
the frozen-core approximation by using Hartree-
Slater wave functions. A detailed description of
the evaluation of these transition rates will be
presented in a companion paper. " The creation
of multiple vacancies causes photon energy shifts
and may result in an energetic closing of the chan-
nel for certain Coster-Kronig transitions. " In
the determination of the populations of the multi-
ple-vacancy states, no attempt was made to cor-
rect the radiative or Auger transition rates for
these effects. Allowance for these corrections to
the transition energies as well as for other depar-
tures from the frozen-core approximation mould
require an immensely more complex calculation.
However, it is straightforward to systematically
correct the various transition rates in order to
take into account the number of remaining elec-
trons in the relevant nl subshells. These modif-
ications were accomplished by employing the re-
lationships""

2 (n / i n / » n / "4-~ /
"i-'

»» / "»" »» / "4+&) =N ~ » ~ ~ 4 4 A,(n, /, -n»/„n, /4},E &4l +2-X ~ ~4l +2- N ~

0»» t»» 0 4 4 l»» I 4 4» (4/~+2) (4/ +2)

N, (4/, +2- Ã, ) (4/, +1-N,)
2 (4/, + 2) (4/»+ 1)

x A, (n, /, -n»/»),

(4/, +2 N,)-
4/, +2

where the number of vacancies in the n,.l,. subshell
is denoted by N,

The substitution of 5(N, 1)5(n „,n/) for the initial
vacancy production cross sections in Eq. (2') con-
verts the x-ray emission cross section defined by
Eq. (8) into the probability P '~'(n/, n, /, -n»/») that
a single vacancy in the nl subshell will result in

photon emission through the transition n, l, -n, l,
in a state consisting of N vacancies. The complete
set of fluorescence probabilities P'"'(n n/, , /

-n»/») clearly provides a more detailed descrip-
tion of the emission of radiation than the usual

fluorescence yields P "'(n/, n/-n»/»}, which de-
scribe only the characteristic line emission (N=1)
from the initial vacancy state (n, /, =n/). In Table
I we present for each initial nl vacancy our results
for the fluorescence probabilities associated with
the various characteristic lines. We also give the
total satellite radiation probability associated with
each characteristic line. No attempt has been
made to distinguish between observable and non-
observable satellites since this distinction de-
pends on spectral resolution. In addition, we have
not subdivided the satellite distributions into the
separate contributions from double, triple, and
higher states of ionization although these are dis-
tinguishable in our calculation.

The fluorescence probability P "'(Is, 1s - 2p) is
found to be in good agreement with the K-shell
Quorescence yield given by Bambynek et al. ," and
the L-shell fluorescence yields are in qualitative
agreement. The emission of satellite radiation
following one or more Auger processes is found
to be more probable than the excitation of the cor-
responding characteristic line by the radiative
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TABLE I. X-ray fluorescence probabilities & (nl, n&E& nzl2) resulting from the cascade
decay of single inner-shell vacancies in Fe.

Radiative
trans ltion

nylon n2l2 1s 2s
Initial vacancy state nl

2p 3p

Characteristic line radiation (N= 1)

1s 2p
1s ~3p
2S 2p
2S 3p
2p 3s
2p 3d
3s 3p
3p 3d

0.27
O.33(-1)'

o.6o (-4)
o.s3(-3)
O.43 (-9)
O.53 (-6)

0 .59(-5)
o .28 (-3)
0.13{-8)
0 .18{-7)
0 ~ 92 (-14)
o .44 (-8)

0.22 ( 3)
o .3o (-2)
o .16(-8)
O.25 (-13)

0.71{-5)
O.11(-9) O .16(-4)

Satellite line radiation (N) 1)

2s 2p
2s 3p
2P 3s
2p 3d
3s 3p
3P 3d

0.16 (-5)
o.s3 (-4)
O.32(-3)
O.33{-2)
o.3o{-5)
o .45 (-4)

O .25 (-3)
0.28 {-2)
0 .46{-5)
o.5o {m)

0.85 (-6)
0.21 (-4) O.17(-4)

~Numbers in parentheses are powers of ten.

(Z) = g Z5(Z, N +1)P( l, Nn). (12)

Equation (12) is appropriate because of the fact
that the ionization probabilities P(nl, N, ) corre-

filling of the initial vacancy. For an initial L;
subshell vacancy, the most probable photoemis-
sion process is found to be the 2p - 3d Ln satel-
lite emission following a Lz Lzz, zu M Coster-
Kronig transition.

The replacement of the initial vacancy produc-
tion cross sections in Eq. (2') by 5(N, 1)5(n„,nl)
changes Eq. (7) into the definition of the probabil-
ity P(nl, N, ) that a single nl vacancy will result in
the ejection of N, Auger electrons. These prob-
abilities can also be interpreted as the relative
abundances of the various final ionic products with
charges 2 =N, ,+ 1. The single- and multiple-ion-
ization probabilities resulting from the cascade
decay of single inner- shell vacancies in neutral
Fe are displayed in Fig. 2 by vertical bars located
above each value of the final charge. Analogous
results for the rare gases have been reported in
the form of histogram s by Carlson, Hunt, and
Krause, ' who employed various approximations for
the subshell photoionization cross sections in or-
der to deduce from their x- ray absorption data the
charge state distributions associated with each in-
itial nE vacancy.

Figure 2 also shows for each initial nl vacancy
the mean charge (Z) obtained from the evaluation
of the relationship

sponding to each nl value are normalized to unity.
As anticipated, the mean charge is found to in-
crease with increasing binding energy of the sub-
shell in which the initial vacancy is created. The
only exception to this trend occurs in the case of
a K-shell vacancy, which gives rise to a lower
m ean charge than an I.,-subshell vacancy. This, .

exception is attributable to radiative transitions
which transfer the initial K-shell vacancy to the
I z ~ and Mz ~ subshells without ionization and to
the fact that Auger processes are more probable

MEAN CHARGE (Z)
1.0

0
Z

0.8
CL

5.4 3,2 2.9

o.e

0
0.4

Z0
I

O.2
Z0

I ~, ~
1 3 5 7 9 1 3 5 7 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5

Fe K Fe Ll

FINAL CHARGE

Fe L ll, if1

Z=Ng+1

Fe Ml Fe M ff ill

FIG. 2. Single- and multiple-ionization probabilities
and the mean charge resulting from the cascade decay
of a single vacancy in the various ng subshells of neutral
Fe atoms. The emission of N, Auger electrons leads to
a final charge of Z =N, + 1 ~
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for the I.,-subshell than for the K shell. Note also
that for 3p (M~ z) vacancy formation the ion is left
in a doubly charged state with almost unit proba-
bility due to the large probability of Sp -M' Co-
ster-Kronig transitions.

10
10

l

ELECTRON ENERGY (eVj

104I, l l

2x10
l

IV. SINGLE INNER-SHELL ELECTRON IONIZATION BY
ELECTRONS AND PHOTONS

, In order to evaluate the multiple-ionization and
x-ray emission cross sections, it is necessary to
employ realistic approximations for the single-
vacancy production cross sections. The subshell
cross sections for electron-impact ionization of
neutral Fe were obtained by using the formula"

2 (IH (N 1
o, (nt) =vs'.

i

"
i

"' X(nt)tn(u)+D(nt) 1--
Q

C(nl) d(nt) 1
1

Q Q Q
2

(13)

O 10
Z

I

V
z0
~,p-n

K

0
—24

1

3p~ 3cl

CHARACTERISTIC LINE (N=1)

I L I I I I I [ I gg& i s i'll
10 100

ELECTRON VELOCITY (10 cm sec )

where E i's the incident electron energy, I„, is the
ionization energy of the nl subshell which contains
N„, electrons, and u=E/I„, . The remaining sym-
bols have their conventional meaning. The coef-
ficients A. (nt), D(nl), C(nl), and d(nl) were obtained
by Moors, Golden, and Sampson, "who fitted the
results of their Coulomb-Born-exchange calcula-
tions for hydrogenic ions to this formula. An im-
portant feature of electron-impact ionization is
that'the valence-shell ionization cross section al-
ways exceed the inner-shell ionization cross sec-
tions, even at relatively high energies. " The sim-
ple representation of electron-impact ionization
given by Eq. (13) has this feature.

The photoionization cross sections for the vari-
ous nl subshells of neutral Fe have been calculated
using a Hartree-Slater central-potential model by
Reilman and Manson, '4 and their results were em-
ployed for incident photon energies up to 100 Ry.
For higher energies, the relativistic cross sec-
tions obtained by Scofield" were adopted. The two
different calculations are in very good agreement
in the energy region below the K-sheQ threshold.
The relative importance of the individual nl-sub-
shell cross sections at a given incident photon en-
ergy E can be anticipated from the properties of
the hydrogenic expression given by'

from the higher-n shells, and that for a given n
the lowest value of /' will have the largest asymp-
totic cross section. This behavior of the subshell
photoionization cross sections is indeed exhibited

10-20

~2p

1p-2'1

3p

10
22

1p
23

2p~3d

10
-24 ——SATE—CHA

2p ~3$

FIG. 3. X-ray production cross sections resulting
from the single inner-shell electron ionization of neutral
Fe by incident electrons. Results are given only for the
most intense transitions.

(14)

The Gaunt factor g(nt) is close to unity at the
ionization threshold and decreases asymptotically
as E ~' '. It can be seen that photoionization from
the most tightly bound nl subshell that can be
ionized will be more probable than photoionization

10-25 I t I I I IIII I I I I I I III i i«)l I I I I I'I ll

10 100 1000

PHOTON ENERGY (Ry)

FIG. 4. X-ray production cross sections resulting
from the single inner-shell electron photoionization of
neutral Fe. Besults are given only for the most intense
transitions.
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by the nonhydrogenic results and is in marked con-
trast with the variation of the electron-impact
ionization cross sections.

The cross section o„'"'(n, l, -n, l,}describing the
emission of x-ray radiation in the transition n, l,
-n, l, from an N-vacancy state is obtained from
the individual inner-shell vacancy creation cross
sections o(nl) and the fluorescence probabilities
P'"'(nl, nl, - nl, ) by means of the expression

cr„&"'(n,l, n, l,) = gP' s(nl, nl, -n, l,) o(nl). (15}

The cross sections for the production of the most
intense emissions by electron-impact ionization
are presented in Fig. 3, while the corresponding
results for photoionization are displayed in Fig. 4.
Each broken curve gives the total satellite contri-
bution (N& 1) associated with the characteristic
line (N= 1). No 1s-np satellite radiation is pre-
dicted by the present calculations because of the
neglect of initial double K-shell ionization. As
anticipated, the 2p 3d ~ characteristic line
emission is found to be the most intense in each
case, except at high energies where the K-shell
lines become dominant.

I

TABLE II. Intensity of the 2P 3d I-& satellite radia-
tion, relative to the intensity of the I+ characteristic
line radiation, resulting from the single inner-shell
electron ionization of neutral Fe atoms by electrons and
photons. Both the hidden and observable satellites are
taken into account.

-15
10

10
}

ELECTRON ENERGY (eV}

10 10 10

The ratio of the satellite intensity to the char-
acteristic line intensity is significantly affected by
the pronounced differences in the incident energy
behavior of the subshell cross sections for elec-
tron-impact ionization and photoionization. The
relative intensity of the I.n satellite radiation is
tabulated as a function of the incident energy for
both cases in Table D. Below the K-shell ioniza-
tion threshold the I.e sate11ite emission can be
produced only by I,,- I.D z M Coster-Kronig tran-
sitions, and the relative Le sateQite intensity is
proportional to the partial cross section ratio
o (2s)/o(2p), which attains its maximum value in
the photoionization process. The additional Auger
transitions, such as those represented in Fig. 1,
which can occur above the K-shell ionization
threshold result in an order-of-magnitude increase
in the relative I.n satellite intensity in the case of
photoi. onization. The maximum value of 3.8 is in
excellent agreement with the maximum relative
I.n satellite intensity which has been predicted for
Zr." The maximum ratio of 0.30 found for elec-
tron-impact ionization is in good qualitative agree-
ment with the experimental results obtained from
the bombardment of medium-Z elements by 2.5-
MeV protons, "which corresponds approximately
to an incident electron energy of 1.3 keV.

The cross section o~(N, +1) describing the loss

Incident electron energy (keV) Relative intensity

1.13
4.55
a.oo(1) '
1.8o(1)
2.84(1)
7.9O(1)
1.75(2)

Incident photon energy (keV)

9.52(-1)
1.08
1.22
1.36
1.50
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
7.13
8.00
1.00(1)
1.5O(1)

0.16
0.23
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.29
0.30

Relative intensity

0.17
0.18
0.20
0.27
0.27
0.34
0.53
0.76
1.00
1.00
1.26
3.60
3.63
3.77
3.81

Numbers in parentheses are powers of ten.

z0
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tA

lh0
tJ
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N
X0
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-17
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10 100

ELECTRON VELOCITY (108cm sec I}

FIG. 5. Single- and representative multiple-ionization
cross sections resulting from the single inner-shell
electron ionization of neutral Fe by incident electrons.
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FIG. 6. Single- and representative multiple-ionization
cross sections resulting from the single inner-shell
electron photoionization of neutral Fe.

of N, +1 electrons from the initial atomic system
can be obtained from the expression

o (p7, +1)= QP(nl, N, )o'(nl), ('i6)
n&

where P(nl, N, ) are the probabilities for the ejec-
tion of N, Auger electrons following the creation
of a single vacancy in the various nl subshells. A
representative selection of the results for incident

electrons and photons is displayed in Figs. 5 and
6, respectively. The complete set of single-and
multiple-ionization cross sections resulting from
inner-shell photoionization is presented over an
extensive incident photon energy range in Table
III. In marked contrast to electron-impact ioni-
zation, where multiple ionization represents no
more than 10%%u~ of the total, multiple ionization can
be seen to be predominant during K- and L,-shell
photoionization. This phenomenon is directly at-
tributable to the fact that the most tightly bound
nl electron that can be ionized mill have a larger
cross section for photoionization than the elec-
trons in the higher-n shells.

It is well known" that multiple ionization can
result: in an energetic closing of the channels for
the strong Coster-Kronig and/or super Coster-
Kronig transitions which play the dominant role
in the decay of I.„M„and Mz z vacancy states.
The inclusion of this effect, which has not been at-
tempted in the present calculation, would result in
smaller yields for the higher charge states but
would enhance the fluorescence yields. In addi-
tion the effects of multiplet structure, which are
not included in our calculation, have been found to
be important in the evaluation of Auger transition
rates and fluorescence yields of highly charged
atoms. " Consequently, our results for the fluo-
rescence yields and satellite intensities should not
be applied to the interpretation of experiments in
which multiplet structure is resolved.

TABLE III. Single- and multiple-ionization cross sections al, (N&) (in cm ) resulting from the single inner-shell elec-
tron photoionization of neutral Fe atoms. N, is the total number of ejected electrons, including N& -1 Auger electrons.

Photon
energy

(Hy)

30
40
50
60
70
8O

90
100
110
147
220
293
367
440
520
524
588
734

1100

Ng
——1

0.21(-18)
o.es(-19)
O.45(-19)
0.28 (-19)
O.16(-19)
0.11(-19)
0.65 (-20)
0.49 (-20)
o.s6(-2o)
o.1s(-2o)
0.30 (-21)
o.1o(-21)
o.4s (-22)
O.22(-22)
0.11(-22)
o.sv(-22)
O.28 (-22)
O.15(-22)
O 44(-23}

O.36(-18)
o.2s(-18)
0.13(-18)
0.23 (-18)
0.16{-18)
O.12(-18)
0.91(-19)
0.71(-19)
0.52 (-19)
0.24(-19)
0.74 (-20)
o.so{-2o)
o.16(-2o)
o.eo(-21)
O.52(-21)
0.28 (-20)
0.21(-20)
0.12(-20)
0.37(-21)

N) ——3

O.91{-19)
o.5v(-19)
0.40 (-19)
0.63(-18)
0.45 (-18)
o.s2(-18)
O.26(-18)
0.19(-18)
0.14(-18)
0.65(-19)
o.1e(-1e)
0.81{-20)
o.4s(-2o)
0.25(-2o)
0.15(-20)
0.69(-20)
0.52 (-20)
0.28 (-20)
O.91{-21)

N)=4

O.1v( 18)
O.14(-18)
0.10(-18)
0.84(-19)
0.64 (-19}
O.4v(-1e)
o.23(-1e)
o.v5(-2o)
0.34(-2o)
o.19(-2o)
0.11(-20)
0.71(-21)
0.30(-20)
o.2s(-2o)
o.1s(-2o)
0.4&(-21}

0.83(-19)
0.10{-18)
0.76(-19)
0.62 (-19)
o.4e(-19)
0.38{-19)
0.2O(-19)
0.78 (-20)
0.39{-20)
o.2s(-2o)
o.15(-2o)
0.97(-21)
0.57 (-20)
0.43 (-20)
0.24 (-20)
0.79(-21)

0.28 (-20)
0.41(-19)
0.32(-19)
0.27(-19)
0.22 (-19)
0.19(-19)
O.11(-19)
0.49(-20)
0.27 (-20)
0.16(-20)
0.11(-20)
0.73(-21)
o.61(-2o)
0.46 (-20)
0.26 (-20)
0.86(-21}

Nr=v

0.20{-19)
0.16(-19)
0.13(-19)
0.11(-19)
0.95(-20)
0.56(-20)
0.25 (-20)
0.14(-20)
O.83(-21)
O.55(-21)
o.s v(-21)
o.11(-19)
0.8 1(-20)
o.45(-2o)
o.15(-2o)

Numbers in parentheses are powers of ten.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a systematic procedure for
determining the relative abundances of the differ-
ently charged ions and the characteristic x-ray
line and satellite emission spectra resulting from
the cascade decay of an arbitrary distribution of
inner-shell vacancies created in atoms by ener-
getic charged particles and x-ray photons. Single
ionization and characteristic x-ray line emission
are found to be predominant when single inner-
shell electron ionization is induced in neutral I e
by incident electrons. In contrast, K-shell photo-
ionization results predominantly in multiple ioni-

zation and leads to an I.n satellite intensity which
substantially exceeds the corresponding charac-
teristic line intensity. In future investigations,
we hope to allow for some degree of initial multi-
ple ionization and to treat heavy-ion collisions
where substantial satellite emission has been ob-
served.
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